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I only have the following code if you need some of the information below I will provide. For
brevity I have had to add significant lines of code. The code above is only my main code I use.

I have had to make several modifications to the code given and will provide below some of
the details. . #!/usr/bin/env python import binascii import re import csv from email.message

import Message def get_value_from_hex(input_str): return
binascii.hexlify(input_str.translate(None, '0123456789abcdefABCDEF')) def

write_to_bin(input_str, file_name): with open(file_name, 'wb') as f:
f.write(input_str.translate(None, '0123456789abcdefABCDEF')) fname =

'Eeprom_93c66.bin'
write_to_bin(str(get_value_from_hex(binascii.hexlify(fname.translate(None,

'0123456789abcdefABCDEF'))), 'hex')) With the above code I have been able to get a dump
of my eeprom and read the values but I am not sure how to write to the file I have got. Also

how do I set up a variable I would not mind to type in whatever code if need be. How do I get
the value from the hex dump to be written to the right place I assume something like

hex[offset].value would be the right thing? Thanks in advance. A: With the above code I have
been able to get a dump of my eeprom and read the values but I am not sure how to write to
the file I have got. Also how do I set up a variable I would not mind to type in whatever code
if need be. This is a moderately simple task. Python is very nice at dealing with text input and

text output. To read the data from your EEPROM, you must first read and parse the binary
into a text format. Use ast.literal_eval to parse it into a Python object. Here is a well-

commented version of your code
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